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What is Portrait of a Graduate?

...and, how does PoG relate to Flint Hill?





Mathematics

● Flexible Grouping
● The Components of Math Workshop

○ Warm Up
○ Focus Lesson
○ Differentiated Stations
○ Guided Math
○ Strategies at Home



We Believe...

We believe in creating and facilitating 

learning experiences, within a math 

workshop, that allow students to 

construct and negotiate deep 

conceptual understanding, as well as 

develop fluency with numbers.



Flexible Groups for Math

Students are given a prerequisite assessment at the 
beginning of each quarter.

The prerequisite assessments allow us to understand 
and address any gaps in the students’ knowledge.

These are used to help teachers flexibly group the 
students. They also help guide small group instruction.



Math Workshop

The structure of our class follows 
the math workshop model:

- Warm up - Opens students’ minds 
for thinking and reasoning.

- Focus Lesson - Teaches the new 
concepts of that day.

- Rotations - Students move through 
various differentiated stations.



Number Talks

Warm Ups

How can you use mental math to solve this problem?

9 + 16



Estimation 180

Warm Ups



Same but Different

Warm Ups



Which One Doesn’t Belong?

Warm Ups



Focus Lesson

- Whole-group instruction to introduce a new topic

- Models a specific skill, new strategy, or reinforces a  
specific math concept.

The focus lesson sets the stage for
small group and/or individualized
instruction.



Differentiated Stations
Students work independently or collaboratively to 
practice new topics or review past topics.

Could involve any of the following…

- Partner activities
- Hands on explorations
- Critical thinking math tasks
- Groundworks and various AAP resources
- Small group lessons
- Individualized instruction
- Independent practice



Guided Math

Students meet with the teacher to address specific needs.

Teachers collaborate with AAP and Special Education 
resource teachers to provide enrichment and support.

Could take the form of…

- Small group lessons
- Individualized instruction
- Conferencing
- Skills reinforcement



Strategies at Home 

Homework - Assignments are given most nights 
to reinforce concepts that have already been 
taught or as an extension of thinking done in 
class that day.

Prodigy - Online math learning game that is 
utilized in class. Students can also choose to play 
at home, though we recommend that they spend 
no more than 20 minutes per night on Prodigy.



Math Workshop

I used to think….

Now I think…



Parking Lot



Thank you for attending!

Please make sure you place 
all comments and questions 
in our electronic Parking Lot.

We value your feedback and wonderings!


